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MORE OSTRAKA FROM THE HEERLEN COLLECTION
In an earlier issue of this journal I published 4 ostraka from the col-
lection of such texts kept in the Thermenirmseum at Heerlen. These four
texts had a non-Theban provenance, i.e. they came from Tebtynis and Edfu.
In the following article I publish 18 more Heerlen ostraka from Ptolemaic,
Roman and Byzantine times. Most of them certainly originate from the Theban
region; in some cases an exact indication of the provenance is lacking in
the texts themselves, but I have not found any reason to believe that in
these cases the texts came from outside the Theban region (cf. nos. 1, 4,
5, 6, 11, 14-16). More specifically, a few texts can be attributed to the
Left Bank of the Nile opposite Thebes, i.e. to the Memnonia (nos. 7, 8, 12),
or to the metropolis itself (nos. 2, 3, 9, 10, 13). Nos. 17 and 18 must be
attributed to Thebes on the basis of prosopographical considerations.
Again, it is my pleasure to thank the Director of the Thermenmuseum at
Heerlen, Drs. J.T.J. Jamar , for his kind permission to publish these texts,
and my students H. de Wit, T. v.d. Laan and J. Wisse for their helpful con-
tributions when we read many of these texts in a seminar. A special word of
thanks goes to my colleagues P. J.Sijpesteijn and W.Clarysse with whom I dis-
cussed various problems of reading and interpretation.
1 I RECEIPT FOR PAYMENT FOR THE TAX ON POTTERS TO THE BANK AT DIOSPOLIS MAGNA
O.Heerlen BL 247 H. 8.4 x B. 5.8 cms 23. xii. 178a
Diospolis
Brown ostrakon with flat inner and outer surfaces. yl/'°~
1 [ 'ETOUC] 6 'Adup L I J ' TÉTaxToU] Taf. IV
2 [é]TU rf|v év Û L Ô C
J ïr 3 [Tpóp (c£a\i) écp' fie 'AnoXAûvioc
4 [xaAA]cti.vort (oiOv) 6 (êtouc) BEM>ic
5 [ 5 1.55 (opaxuàc) nevTEKOCtac
6 6]exaTpeCc.
7 ( M . 2 ) ]
8 [Spaxulàc cpiy, (ytv. ) <PLY.
1 TëTCucTaU ] • 2n T ex corr. ? 5. r. nevTaxoctac
This text contains a receipt for a relatively rarely attested tax on
potters (cf. line 4n.). The banker Apollonios mentioned in line 3 must be the
same man as Pros.Ptol. I 1147. To his attestations should possibly also be
added O.Leid. 11 ( = SB X 10309, cf. Pros.Ptol. VIII 1159a: 17. iv. 1 75a?) , for
the editors of the Leiden ostrakon are not correct in regarding the double
1) Cf. ZPE 65,1986,191-194.
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amounts as an argument for a late date, cf. the new readings of the Leiden
/ t ostrakon proposed in Gnomon 5^,1984,417. The Heerlen ostrakon gives the
earliest attestation of Apollonios' activities as a banker. In O.Bodl. I 45,
46 and O.Theb. 4 he is likewise assisted by a Herakleides, whose precise
function is not indicated.
4) For the tax on kallainopoioi cf. C.Préaux, L'économie royale des
Lagides, 115; O.Bodl. I 45, 67, O.Theb. 7 + BL II 1 33, 144. For the meaning
of kallainos in the papyri in general, cf. P.J.Sijpesteijn in ZPE 30,1978,
233-34.
After the name of the taxpayer one may expect a patronymic and/or an in-
dication of a profession (both are, however, sometimes lacking; cf. O.Bodl.
I 45).
I have no solution to offer for the letters ] 5a (probably an abbreviated
word). One encounters at this place in the formula often xa(AMoO) npôc dpY (£>-
PLOV) (cf. O.Bodl. I 45,6) or xa(A.HoG) Ccovóuou (cf. O.Bodl. I 46,5; 47,5),
but neither of these phrasings seem compatible with the traces preserved
here on the ostrakon.
"Year 4, Hathyr 18. Belphis has paid into the bank at Diospolis magna
under Apollonios for potters for year 4 fivehundred thirteen (drachmas).
(M.2) Herakleides, 513 drachmas (?), total 513."
,
 11, all2) RECEIPT FOR PAYMENT TO THE BANK AT DIOSPOLIS MAGNA (?) ^Klï
O.Heerlen BL 343 H. 6 B. 7.6 cms 10. vii. 155
Diospolis (?)
Ostrakon with flat greyish-yellow outside; light-brown, slightly ribbed
inside.
1 ("ETOUC) xe nauvi iY' TE(TaMTOu) en[t THV év AI.ÖC nó(Xet) TfU
e<p' f\c
MS (£TOUC)
[
e vcoc [
For the banker Ptolemaios in Ptolemaic tax-receipts from Thebes see Pros.
Ptol. I 1264, 1265 and the addenda in Pros.Ptol. VIII, p. 94; O.Leid. 5. For
the structure of such receipts, cf. CPJ I, p. 194. Line 2 should have contained
the name of the tax; in line 3 one expects after the indication of the tax-
year the name of the tax-payer. After this one expects something like oo
àA.(Àavn) + some amount which is continued and ends in line 4. For the phrasing,
cf., e.g., O.Bodl. I 43-95. At the start of line 4 one can read either -ociac or
ECxoci.; after that, there are traces of at least 2 more letters, possibly TPU[
or TPE [ .
2) The name of the banker has been written rather quickly, but an alter-
native reading is hardly available and the regnal year 26 matches with a
series of years in which Ptolemaios is attested (y.24 = 158/57a - y.30 =
152/51a). Of course, as the place of location of the bank has broken off,
one should reckon with another bank than that at Thebes (cf. A.Calderini,
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Censimento topografico delle banche dell'Egitto greco-romano, Aegyptus 18,
1 938,244ff.; for Thebes see p.269ff.), but no banker Ptolemaios operating in
another city than Thebes (cf. Pros.Ptol. I 1263, Krokodilopolis; I 1266,
Apollinopolis; I 1268, Herraonthis; I 1270, Theadelphia [?)),is compatible
with a 26th regnal year { = 222/21a, 156/55a, 145/44a, 89/88a, 55a; cf. T.C.
Skeat, The Reigns of the Ptolemies, München 19693).
3) RECEIPT FOR PAYMENT IN KIND OF EPIGRAPHE /^$/
O.Heerlen BL 235 H. 10.5 x B. 10 cms 15. vi.
Diospolis
Reddish-brown ostrakon; inside slightly ribbed, outside flat.
1 EEPOÖ 'ie Taf. IV
2 'ETOUC Xe naxùv XY' UE (UETpfixaciv) [e tc ] TÔV
3 év ALÓC Tto(XEi) TfU UE (YaXrçî^ri (caupôv) eCc TTÎV £TIIYPO-{(P?IV)
4 TOO Xe (ÊTOUC) 6nEP ToO TÔn(ou) uo>( )
5 HOL tlaVXPOTnC KpLÖfjC TCÊVTe,
6 e , ( Y L V . ) Kpto(fic) e [[êrouc) X]] IlToX(Eucuoc) ciToX (óyoc) •
7 "HpaxXEÏOnC UE (UÉTpTlUOtL ) x(pldtic) E ' ("ETOUC) Xc IlaX (ÙV ) XY
8 "Epuwv x(pi9fic) e (yïv. ) x(pLÖfic) E' ("ETOUC) Xc' n(axùv) MY.
This receipt concerns the payment of 5 artabs of barley to the granary
in Diospolis Magna for the épigraphe of a year 36. Epigraphe-receipts have
been recently discussed by U.Kaplony-Hecke1 and B.Kramer in ZPE 61,1985,43-
57; they are mostly concerned with such texts from Krokodilopolis ( = Pathyris)
(more of these, mostly dealing with payments for the district of Arabia, are
now published in O.Cair.GPW 25,26,30,32 and 33). On page 46 Kaplony-Heckel and
Kramer come to the conclusion that épigraphe should not be considered to be
a special kind of land-tax, but a payment for rent. On p.54 they list the
épigraphe-texts with a provenance other than the Pathyrite Nome; especially
relevant in connection with our text is the list of documents from Diospolis
Magna, Thebes and documents without a fixed provenance. Most of the Diospolite
Magna texts have been studied in detail already by Z.M.Packman, The Taxes in
Grain in Ptolemaic Egypt. Granary Receipts from Diospolis Magna, 164-88 B.C.,
New Haven-Toronto 1968; the formula used in our document is Packman's formula
"3", analyzed on pp.25-28 (add O.Heid. N.F. Ill 253 [ = 29] from 17.vi.145a or
15.vi.134 and the present text from the same date; cf. below, note to line 8).
Moreover, as our text presumably mentions in line 1 a payment of EEpoO, sc.
HpLôfic (cf. 1 note), one should compare Packman's formula "8", pp.35-40. To
the list of documents given in ZPE 61,1985,54 some slight additions and
corrections may be proposed; one may add to the texts listed under "Theben":
BGU VI 1447 and o.Tait 209, 219 and 221 <?; ent-rpcuph restored; same signer
as in O.Theb. 15 and WO II 703 (listed in ZPE as "Unbekannte Herkunft"]),
under "Unbekannte Herkunft" one should compare for the signer of WO II 722
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BL 111 104 ad WO II 1355 (listed in ZPE as "Theben") [also in O.Theb. 13 and
O.Tait 220]; 0.Tait 208 comes from Coptos (of. EL V 158) and O.Tait 207
(+ BL V 158) seems to come from Krokodilopolis (this text is missing in the
list of dvu TOTtapxtcic-documents in ZPE 61,1985,55).
On the other hand, O.Tait 147 and 148, now listed under "Diospolis Magna",
should be classified under "Theben"; the tax-payer in 148 is the same person
as the tax-payer in WO II 1489 = 1254 (+ BL III 114); cf. O.Tait 32.
1) For JepoO heading a receipt for payment of xpLÔfi, cf. O.Bodl. 170. At
first sight the fraction looks like t TI ( =1/18), but Packman, op.cit. , 38-40,
lists no such fraction and shows that /12 (also found in O.Tait 170, another
epigraphe-payment of barley) is in itself the more likely fraction. The
reading of a beta instead of an eta is, however, difficult.
5) Pankrates may be the same man as Pros.Ptol. IV 11557 (WO II 344.3 from
either 150a or 139a).
6) For the sitologus Ptoleraaios cf. Pros.Ptol. I 1418, Packman, op.cit.,
77 (attested between 139-131), and O.Cair. GPW 27.2 n.
7) For the function of Herakleides, probably that of an antigrapheus,
cf. Packman, op.cit. 77 (attested between 140-131).
B) A Hermon is also mentioned in O.Tait 175-76 and O.Heid. NF III 253 (all
from year 36) and in O.Cambr. 11 (year 35); cf. also O.Cair. GPW 27, 6n. I
do not believe that Packman's date for the man to 145 B.C. (cf. op.cit., 26
n.27, 27) can be maintained, given the attestations for the sitologus Ptole-
maios (supra, n.6) and Herakleides (supra, n.7). O.Tait 175-176, O.Heid. N.F.
Ill 253 and O.Cambr. 11, therefore, belong to B.C. 134.
"Sacred (barley) /12 (?; art.). Year 36, Pachon 23; mo( ) and Pankra-
tes have measured to the granary in Diospolis Magna for the épigraphe of the
36th year for the topos five (artabs of) barley, 5, total 5 (art.) barl.
Ptolemaios sitologos. Herakleides: I have received 5 (art.) barl.; year 36,
Pachon 23. Hermon: 5 (art.) barl., total 5 (art.) barl. Year 36, Pachon 23".
4) LIST OF NAMES AND MEASURES (?)
O.Heerlen BL 352 H. 11.4 x B. 9 cms Ptolemaic
Upper Egypt
Reddish-brown ostrakon with flat surface.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
B
r
n i HOC xu ( )
UEojJC MCi)(
'AcxXfic wo(
'Anadric xo> (
'Epieu= HCO (
] UC MU (
_ t
) x[
) HT1[
) \[
I HE I
) [
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This ostrakon contains a list of names followed by an abbreviation w and
a numeral after each entry (lines 3-8). It cannot be ascertained what specific #2- 'i
meaning the letters/numerals B, r (lines 1-2) had. One might possibly resolve —èc^v-
the abbreviation xo>( ) into Kqi(ov), a measure of liquids r cf. R.Fleischer,
Measures and Containers in Greek and Roman Egypt, Diss. New York, Univ., 1956, '!i"-_
42 (she does not cite, however, any attestation of the use of this measure in h./t%
Ptolemaic documents, whereas the type of writing of this ostrakon seems to
be Ptolemaic rather than Roman, cf. W.Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinensis,
Bonn 1911, PI. 8a from IIa).
6) The numeral can be read as either A.ß or as An.
5) RECEIPT FOR TEAOC ONHA( )
O.Heerlen BL 266 H. 9.2 x B. 11.5 cms 25.vii-23.viii.42P
Upper Egypt
Brown ostrakon, outside flat, inside slightly ribbed with blackened dis-
colourings.
1 'HpaxAdc ' Avouß ( LWVOC ) TEAu(vnc) AL&UTI(C) óvi)X( ) Taf.IV
2 ÇEVX&IVCEI. ) Wau ( ) xa(tpeiv)' ôuoX(oyû) Sx« na(pà coO) TÉXIoc)
3 ÔVOU èvÔC ÙTC(ÈP) P(êTOUC), 'ETIELCP Haï MECOpf].
4 navEô(BeOc) 'AnoM ) YPtMuua-Teùc) vou(oö) &ipai\/a. ùnÈp aût (oo)
f, 5 Sià TÔ un eîôÉvcu aÔTÔv vpâu (uaTa). ("ETOUC) 0 ~ -
' 6 T LPEPCou KXaufitou xatcapoc CEßaöToO ^"
7 repuo.vL>toG
8
This ostrakon concerns a payment for the tax called óvr)A( ), i.e. some
tax on transportation; the abbreviation óvnX( ) has been resolved in various
ways, for which see O.ROM II 160; similar payments are recorded in the in-
troduction to O.ROM II 160; add now O.Leid. 390. An interesting feature in
this text is the toponym Aifiûn, which should be considered not as the pro-
vince of that name, but as a district on the Western Nile bank opposite the
Pathyrite, the Perithebas, the Diospolite, or the Coptite Nome; cf. A.Cal-
derini-S.Daris, Dizionario Geografico, III 200, s.n., 2). One may also compare
O.Cambr. 137; the position of the toponym between TEAû(vnc) and ovnM )
seems unparalleled and awkward: a more normal order of words would be TEAÛ-
(vnc) 6vr)A( ) Ai&un(c).
One could, perhaps also read Ai@u( ) [taking the raised curved stroke
after the ypsilon as a mark of abbreviation], in which case one could re-
solve the abbreviation into AiBuUfic) ; one could translate, then, "telones
of the Libyan onell )", i.e. some tax on transportation in the Libyan desert
would be involved. But a reading Atßu seems to be favored by the fact
that the final eta of MECopfi (line 31 is written in much the same way as the
sign following Aißu- and that the reading of a raised eta seems preferable
to the reading of just a mark of abbreviation.
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2) For the construction ouoAoyu ex" rcopà coO cf. P.Wise. I 15.5: ouoXoyu
àvTLxaTfiA.Aa£â COL. Of course, this is a contamination of ôuoAo-yôi exEivand the
simple ex«.
4) For the office of "nome scribe", not to be confused with the office of
ßaciMnöc YpauuaTEÛc, cf. F.Oertel, Die Liturgie, 416 , 423 , on P.Amh. II
68.12,14. As far as I am aware, no parallel for this indication of function
is found on ostraka previously published.
"Herakles, son of Anubion, telones of Libya of onel ( ), to Psenchonsis,
son of Psam( ), greetings. I agree that I have received from you the tax
for one ass for the 2nd year, the months Epeiph and Mesore. I, Panetbeus, son
of Apol( ), scribe of the nome, have written for him because he does not
know letters, Year 2 of Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus Impera-
tor, Mesore -. I have signed".
6) RECEIPT FOR ENNOMION 7 O ?ii • f*
O.Heerlen EL 238 H. 10.4 x B. 13.7 cms ii-iii. 111 P
Upper Egypt
Brown ostrakon with blackened inside. Flat outside, inside slightly ribbed.
1 AL (à) CevapiiLÛci,o(c) *Apuióct.o(c) Cm(Èp) [[SexÓTOu]] ~évvou(£ou)' L [
2 i. tö TpcuavoO Katcapoc toO xuptou OauEvlùô
For the tax on ennomion in the Roman period cf. O.ROM II 284, introd. Most
of our attestations come from the Ptolemaic period, and I have not found any
2nd century A.D. parallel text (O.Bodl. II 1103-04 date from the early Roman
period).
" Through Senarmiysis, daughter of Harmiysis, for ennomion [ ]. Year
14 of Trajanus Caesar the lord, Phamenoth -."
7) RECEIPT FOR GEOMETRIA AND ?
O.Heerlen EL 245 H. 12 x B. 12.5 cms 1 or 11.xii.116p
Memnonia
Ostrakon with flat, brown outside; inside black (not pitched), slightly
ribbed.
1 'EPLEUC nauûv(ôou) npax(Tup) apyfuPi-KUv) Meu(vovtaiv) ÔL (à) ...( )
2 Ypa(uuaTÉuc) Cevnauûvôei. Patronymic xat Cevna.. ( )
3 àoeX(tpfjc) ÖL (à) Wevauouvioc ...ttou Cm(ep) /, g
4 YEo(uETptac) 18 (ÊTOUC) (ôpaxuôc) g (nEvtufJoXov) , at K (aôapaï )
S = c Traces
5 Traces. ("ETOUC) v. TpcuavoG 'AptcTou
6 Kalcapoc TOÜ xuptou, Xot(àx) e.
4 Yeo(ueTpCac) : y ex X?, 1. veco (ueTpCac) 6 Or: Xoltax) LE?
This ostrakon contains a receipt for geometria issued by the well-known
praktor argyrikon Erieus, son of Pamonthes (cf. for a list of his attestations
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O.Cair. GPW, p.128). For the tax called YEOJUETPÎCI see O.Cair. GPW 48-50, in-
trod. For such receipts from the Memnonia cf. P.Petr. 88, 89 (both 93P) , SB V
8047 (97P) O.Tait. II 885 (122P), O.Theb. 39 (126P [ed.: for laographia, but
cf. L.C.West-Johnson, Currency, 29, who think of a payment of X^UOTIMOV; I
prefer to think of an editorial confusion of Xao( ) and YEO ( )], 40 (138P); cf.
BL II 1 35) and the newly published O.Cair. GPW 48 (93P), 50 (105/6P) and 58
(114P). Possibly also from the Memnonia are O.Tait II 874 (52P), 878 (92/3p),
O.ROM I 12 (97P); the editors think of a payment for XaoYPdtpta, but there is
the same problem as with O.Theb. 39, cf. supra, and the plate of O.ROM I 12),
O.Tait II 879 <94/95p), 882 (115P), 896 and 898 (both 136P); these latter
texts, however, lack an exact indication of provenance and may stem from
some other place on the left bank of the Nile, e.g. the South-West quarter
or Hermonthis.
A few of these ostraka contain receipts for other taxes as well, notably
for enkyklion (so O.Cair. GPW 58; O.Theb. 40 [read in line 3 evxvmM ) in-
stead of the editor's EVK( ) nM ) ? ]; may be also in O.Tait II 885).
For this reason it may be assumed that the unread traces in lines 4 and 5
of the Heerlen ostrakon contained a payment for enkyklion as well. For this
tax, cf. the introd. to O.Cair. GPW 51-58.
1-2) For the unread name of the scribe representing the praktor argyrikon,
cf. the list of Memnonia praktors in O.Cair. GPW, p.128ff. The most likely
candidate is the "Qpoc Ypo-uucnreOc mentioned in 0.Stras. 281 (115P; cf. BL II
1 29); this man also occurs in ostraka from A.D. 111 [as one can read in
0.Stras. 185.7-8 6/8 up .. as 6(i')"90(ou> YP (auucnréuc) (cf. BL II 1 29 ad
0.Stras. 277,11; suggested reading confirmed by J.Schwartz per epistulam),
one can attribute this ostrakon to the same praktors who issued 0.Stras. 277
(cf. already BL II 1 28 ad O.Stras. 185,1 where the name of n]etocCpic
uETeopnl ), a praktor who was in office in A.D. 111, has been supplied).
Cf. also the Tßpoc ßonooc occurring in O.Theb. 36 and 37 (113,113/114). The name
"Qp(ou), however, does not suit the traces at the end of line 1 of the Heerlen
ostrakon.
4) For the expression at v. (ctoapat ) , cf. A.Gara, Prosdiagraphomena e
circolazione monetaria, 44-49. Her list of documents showing this expression
(p.45, n.74) is not exhaustive; a more complete list may be drawn up with the
help of BL VII p.336, s.v. xaSopoc. Almost all of the documents seem to come
from the left bank of the Kile (exception: BGU IX 1894, a papyrus from the
Fayum ; for this text cf. L.C.West-A.C.Johnson, Currency in Roman and Byzantine
Egypt, 29; cf. now also P.Thmouis I, p.40).
4-5) For the unread parts of these lines, see the introduction above.
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8) RECEIPT FOR A MONEY TAX
O.Heerlen BL 269 H. 10.2 x B. 9.3 cms ca.122-130p
Memnonia
Ostrakon with a light-brown flat outside; inside pitched and slightly
ribbed.
1 «cxvcvuc ôu(otuc) npaf(xTO)p) àpY (upixuv) Me (uvovCuv) 6 L (à) - - ] 5 ß / ^ .
2 oaouuóvo(ou) XIEUTOU' êcxt(ov) UTC(ÈP) Tax ToO - (êtouc) (6p. ) -. t, r 2 S
("ETOUC) -]
3 'AopuexvoO KaCcopoc TO(Ü) HOUPLOU [
4 ou(Ptci>c) «apu(oOSi.) s (Sp.) 6 [
3 Kuptou
1) Psansnos, son of Psansnos, is well known as a praktor argyrikon in the
Memnonia between A.D. 122 and A.D. 128-130; cf. the list of his attestations
in O.Cair. GPW p.129, I cannot explain the horizontal stroke preceding his
name (above line level).
2) A name Chieutes seems unattested to date; its reading here is insecure,
and an alternative might be XEUTOU or XEUTOU or XECTOU. Instead of the reading
OÔOUU.OVÔ(ou) one might consider a reading OÖOUULVL (oc) at the beginning of
the line; the persons concerned cannot be identified in other Memnonia ostraka.
4) It may be that the c (or should we read Y ?) was corrected from i. Or
should we read uy / LQ ?
"Psansnos, son of Psansnos, praktor argyrikon of Memnonia through — to
Phthoumonthes (?), son of Chieutes (?). I have received for — of year — x
dr. Year - of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, — . Likewise on Pharmouthi 6 (?)
4 dr. "
9) GRANARY-RECEIPT
e)ft'aJi*t>'l<} pO.Heerlen BL 252 H. 7 x B. 5 cms /ca. 127/28^
Thebes
Brown ostrakon with blackened inside. Flat outside, inside slightly ribbed.
1 [ME (Tpnua) an(caupoO) un ] ( TpoitoXeioc ) (?) YEVÎ) (uaTOc)
 Lß (Stouc)
"AfipuavoO TOO
2 [xuptou. Month + day, 6vô(uaioc) ]u<ï>vô(ou) IHxo(toc) npcc0 (UTÉPOU)
3 '[ûn(êp) ] (nupoO) &ÉHCX ~ffoj . (Lcu) ' HOU ÓVÓ(UCITOC)
4 [ ] ( )nevóxpi.o(c) «opâSou
5 [ (nupoö) 60o fluicu ôïlôov, (Y tv . ) (nupoO) P/, n' [
6 [xaï 6vó(uaroc) ] UTI(ÈP) Bo(ppä) (nupoO) flut.[cu]
7 [ ]axo( ) _ [
8 [ ] _ _ [
9 [ T[
2 n.pEc3 ( ) ex corr. 5 1. ÖYOOOV
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1) One expects a formula uETpriua oncaupoC ovóuatoc ToO oeivoc, or
uEUÉTpnxEV eCc ôTicaupôv ô ÔETva, or ueuÉTpnTca Etc ôncaupov OVOUŒTOC
ToO OEIVOC. If the second formula is adopted, one has to cancel ÔVO(UOLTOC) in
line 2 and change ]uûvô(ou) into ]uîiva(nc); but cf. ôvo(ucxTOC) in line 3.
2) We do not know whether ]uovô(ou/ric) (cf. line 1 n.) comes from nauu>vonc,
or from Oôouuî>vônc, or from ÏEVUÛVÔIIC or from other related names.
At the end of this line, P.J.Sijpesteijn suggested a reading rtpecß(UTEpou)
[corrected from an earlier VECU(TEPOU) ?].
3) Or read 'x6' instead of ~f|ji (LCU) ' ?
5) It is conceivable that at the end of this line one should read xa[l]
(now fully restored at the start of line 6).
7) Perhaps part of a name like CJaxo(uveoc) ?
10) RECEIPT FOR DYKE-TAX
O.Heerlen BL, 322 H. 5.7 x B. 5.8 cms. ca. 135/6p
Thebes
Brown ostrakon; outside flat, inside slightly ribbed. The text has become
difficult to read due to many specks of dirt or ink.
1 KotvTo(c) NeuóMvioc) At,ócx[opoc]
' " ' S /J f Q '2 Tipâ(xTup) ApV (upixüv) No (TOU) fotc [ ]
3 êcxouev ùn(èp) XWU(OIT-) K (êtouc) NÔ(TOU)[ ]
4 Traces (-»îv. ) pun (opa) (6p.) a=c' [ ("Etouc) - ]
5 'AôpLdvou TOU xupto(u)
6 'ASup
7 Traces
This receipt for dyke-tax (cf. O.Cair. GPW 95-96, introd.; another dyke-tax
receipt is O.Heerlen BL 334, published in ZPE 65,1986,191 ff.) has been issued
by the praktor argyrikon Quintus Nemonius Dioskoros who is already known from
WO II 575 and O.Tait II 854, 897 (all from A.D. 136); whereas in these ostraka
he acts together with a colleague (in WO II 575: Spotous; in O.Tait II 854,
897; [Gaius Longinus Valerianus], he seems to act alone in our text (cf.
note to line 1).
1) I assume that there was not sufficient space for the restoration of
another name (Spotous or Valerianus ? Cf. above), for it does not seem likely
that much more is lost in line 4 than a year-symbol + a numeral. Moreover,
the imperial titulature in line 5 is complete.
2) In the lacuna one expects the continuation of the tax-payer's name and
his patronymic.
3-4) One expects first an indication of the amount of the tax written out
in full, i.e. pure(opav) 6pax(ufiv) utav oßoMouc) 60o fiiucu, then IYÎV.)
iSun(apà) (6p.) a=c , but the first part of this phrase cannot be easily read
due to faded writing and dirt on the surface of the sherd.
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The amount mentioned in this text is identical with the amount paid in
5 equal rates in other parts of Thebes for dyke-tax, viz. 1 dr. 2 1/2 ob.
between ca. A.D. 136-153. For these payments in 5 rates, see the remarks
by P.J.Sijpesteijn in Aegyptus 47 (1967) 234ff. I cannot read the traces
after xuu( ) in line 3 as something like "X uépouc" (X=a,3,y,6 or e). Year
20 of Hadrian is A.D. 135-36, but one cannot tell whether one is early in
this year (Hathyr would be x-xi,135), or that the payment was executed in
Hathyr of the next year for the preceding year 20.
5) Cf. for the titulature supra, line 1 note.
6) The numeral letter for the day could conceivably be a ç; Hathyr 6 =
2/3. xi.
7) Below the dirt that covers this sherd are some traces of ink which
may have contained the signature of the tax-collector or that of his re-
presentative.
1 1 ) RECEIPT FOR A MONEY TAX
O.Heerlen BL 259 H. 7,5 x B. 6 cms 6.viii.163p
Theban Left Bank?
Brown ostrakon, flat outside, inside slightly ribbed; traces of pitch are
still extant.
. </•
1 ] LOU 'AVTWVU ) KOL UtCTOXOl. ) TE^ISvai.)
 f f Q '
2 ] wool ) lU(fivioc) x la lpe iv) - Scxou(ev) Cm (èp) TÉX(ouc)
3 M]ecopn. ("ETOUC) Y 'Avravtvou
4 [HOL O6f|p]ou T Ö ( V ) xuptuv CefJacTöfv)
5 Mecopfi L Y '
6 (M.2) lOAINAK -
The formula is reminiscent of receipts for the tax on weavers (YËPOLOXÓV)
which is often collected by reAffivau. It is striking, however, that an amount
is not indicated after M]ecopri in line 3, as one finds in O.Tait II 1033.
One cannot tell, moreover, whether the payment was for 1 single month Mesore
or for at least 2 months; in the first case one may simply restore unvöc at
the beginning of line 3, in the latter case one needs to restore *EneC(p.
Payments both for 1 month and for 2 months are found in O.Tait II 1010-1035.
2} The name Plenis is specifically used on the left Bank of the Nile
opposite Thebes. This may be an indication of the sherd's origin.
2-3) It seems less likely to take the writing between êcxou and TEX( )
as nothing more than a mark of abbreviation for êcxou(ev). If this explanation
were correct , the problem of the lack of an amount paid would disappear; the
simple TÉMoc), then, could be taken as a fixed amount.
6) It does not seem possible to read here the name of Apollinaris which
is found in some texts from Coptos dealing with the tax on weavers, ca. A.D.
183 (O.Tait II 1024-1027). The formula of these Coptos receipts is also
slightly different from the formula found here.
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12) RECEIPT FOR A MONEY TAX
O.Heerlen BL 316 H. 6 x B. 6 cms 142/3P or 165/6P
Memnonia
Brown ostrakon; outside flat, inside slightly ribbed.
°>Vs1 WevuovTTiaE L ( ) *[ TIP (âxTœp) ]
2 àpY (UPI.XÖV) ME ( U V O V E Û U V ) • 6Lé (Ypa>l>ev) Oa. [
3 Ilauó(vSou) Capaiit
4 (ôpaxuàc) 5. ("ETOUC) s 'A\)Tu[vtvou Katcapoc TOO]
5 xuptou [ ]a [
1) If the reading of the praktor's name is correct, he seems to occur here
for the first time (cf. the list of Memnonia praktores in O.Cair. GPW p.128ff.).
As alternatives, however, one could think of TEVUOVT( ) naei( ) or ÇEVUOVT( )
nacEu( ); the following ¥[ should be taken as the beginning of the grand-
father's name (normally, such grandfathers are not mentioned in a praktor's
affiliation, but cf. 0.Stras. 281). If the date of the Heerlen ostrakon would
be A.D. 165/66, one might compare another ostrakon from this year, viz. O.Moen
inv. 590 published in BASF 20,1983,52, n° 3, where in line 1 ]TIOOO( } «EVO( )
npaxlTOp ) 4pY(UPLXÖV) has been read. A check of the original makes me feel
that at the beginning one might also read: ]eiuo( ) VEVO( ); one may compare
this with the possible reading of the letters naet( ) in the Heerlen ostra-
kon. It may be that one is dealing with (part of) the same name and that one
should print in the first line of the Heerlen text: WEVUOVT( ) IIaEt(uo )
W[EVO( ), whereas one might restore in the Moen ostrakon: fEvuovT( )
na]Eiuo( ).
4-5) Alternatively one may restore 'AvTu>]vtvou xcù Oûfipou TÖV) / xuptwv
[Ce0]ac[Tov, but the traces after xup- in line 5 are better compatible with
an ending -Cou than with -tcov. Moreover, if one would read -tuv, the space
between these letters and the next alpha would not be sufficient for a re-
storation of [CE&I. It would seem safer to take the alpha as part of a month
name (first or second letter?). On the other hand, a date to year 6 of Anto-
ninus and Verus ( = 165/66) might enable us to identify the praktor mentioned
in this text (cf. line 1, note).
13) GRANARY-RECEIPT
O.Heerlen BL 237 H. 7.6 x B. 9.4 cms 22.x.165p
Thebes
Ostrakon with greyish-brown flat outside; reddish-brown slightly ribbed
inside. Taf.V
1 [Mé(Tpriua) dri(caupoö) \a\(TponóXEUc) ) Ye^ndiovtoc) e (ÊTOUC) 'AvTuvtvou
xat Oufipou _ »
2 [TÜV KUpui>]v Ce&aaTOv *aa5((pi) xe TOO £ (Stouc)
3 (óvöluatoc) ].-covoc CeXeOnou (nupoO) ulav, (y tv . ) a, '
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4 [Mai ÙTt(èp) 6]vô(u<XTOC) *Au<j(vtou) ToO xat Aîui-Xto(u) CÉ£CTO(U)
5 [ (nupoO) fîuicu Ö ] Y Ö O ( O V ) , (Y ÎV . ) (rtupoO) I ni , xaî ivo(uaTOC) 'npttj(voc)
'ApiCT (ofîouXou) (TCUpoO) TpcTc
6 [OYÔOOV], ( Y Î V . ) (rtupoö) Y SYÔOOV. 'Auû(vuoc) cecn (ueitouai. ) • <5uo(Ctoc)
Oaûlcpi.) xe ùn(èp) 'AYO(pc3v)
7 [óvó(uatoc) 'Au<j(vCou)] ToO xaù ACuiA.(tou) CéEcTo(u) (TtupoO) TÊTOPTO(V),
( Y L V . ) (nupoO) d . 'Auû(vioc) cecnluetuucu).
6 Or: ilu(otuc) ?
This granary receipt was issued on the same day and by the same man as
O.Tait II 1467. For Horion, son of Aristoboulos, cf. O.Tait II 2367 and O.
Petr. 347.6; the other taxpayers mentioned in the text cannot be further
identified.
4,7) I am doubtful whether one is dealing with Ammonios alias Aemilius
Sextus, or with Ammonius alias Aemilius, son of Sextus; the first option
seems more likely, but the second cannot be excluded. For the spelling
CéEcTOC, cf. F.Th.Gignac, Grammar 1141.
"Payment to the granary of the metropolis from produce of the 5th year
of Antoninus and Verus, the lords Augusti, Phaophi 25 of the 6th year, in the
name of —on, son of Seleukos, art. wh. one, total 1, and in the name of
Antonios alias Aemilius Sextus (?) art. wh. one-half one-eighth, total art.
wh. 1/2 1/8, and in the name of Horion, son of Aristoboulos, art. wh. three
one-eighth, total art. wh. 3 one-eighth. I, Amonios, have signed. Likewise on
Phaophi 25 for Agorai in the name of Amonios alias Aemilius Sextus (?) one-
fourth art. wh., total art. wh. 1/4. I, Amonios, have signed."
14) RECEIPT FOR MERISMOI
O.Heerlen BL 324 H. 5.1 x B. 6.6 cms II/IIIP
Upper Egypt
Brown ostrakon; both sides flat.
1 'Aôp(LavoC) 0 TOO S (êtouc)' ÔVÔ(UITOC)
f 2 Auôùuou ÜEXuctou3 ûn(èp) u(epLcuöv) n (ÉTOUC) (Sun(apac) (ôpaxuàc) ötaxoct (ac)
4 Tpia<KOv>Ta 6uo, (Ytv.) (op.) oA3
s r
3 un(Èp) ulepicuöv) n (êirouc): ex corr.
The text concerns a payment for a tax, the reading of which is doubtful.
If the transcription in line 3 is correct (cf. note ad loc.), one is dealing
with unspecified merismoi. For parallel texts cf., e.g., O.Tait II 796ff. and
III, index VIII, p.219 s.v. UCPICUÓC. For the formula used in this text, cf.
R.Bogaert in CdE 55,1980,286; the earliest example of this formula may date
from A.D. 165, O.Tait II 919. If this is correct, year- 9 can be either year
9 of Antoninus Pius (167/68) or of Septimius Severus (200/201) or of Severus
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Alexander (229/30). Hadrianus ( = Choiak) 9 = 5/6.xii.
3) The scribe may have written first uep; then he wrote the year-numeral
n over ep. The letters following this do not particularly look like pun( )
[especially rho and pi are difficult) and I have considered also a reading
nS/pu(rt.), i.e. with the rho made as in 'Aöpltavoö) and the ypsilon made as
in ALÔU-.
4) For various forms of the numeral 30, see F.Th.Gignac, Grammar, II 196.
5) I am not certain whether the sign (shaped like a symbol for 3 obols) is
the signature of the tax-collector r( ) also found in WO II 688, 691; O.Tait
II 931, 939. No trace of cecn (ueluuai. ) is visible after this.
"Hadrianus 9 of the 9th year; in the name of Didymos, son of Pekysios, for
merismoi (?) of the 8th year two-hundred thirty-two drachmas, total 232 dr.
G( ) (?)."
15) RECORD OF EXPENDITURES
O.Heerlen BL 220 H. 6.3 x B. 6.4 cms IIP
Upper Egypt?
Brown ostrakon; both sides flat.
1
2 ]
3 A.]
4 ]
5
é ] K (ôpaxuflv ) a. [
Ex (6p. ) of (âp. ) P
acTTici. ex (op.) a
XacTrjci, eu (op.) a
] . . (TlEVTülßoX'
= [
(6p.) c
(6p. ) [
ov)
x=[
C A
This ostrakon contains part of a list in which a number of expenditures
for some object(s) are recorded. A "unit price" of 1 dr., 1 ob. ( = 56 chalkoi)
appears throughout lines 1-4. The total in line 2, 2 dr., 2 ob. presupposes 2
units; the total in line 6, 6 dr., 6 chalkoi presupposes 5 1/4 units.
16) DEKANIA-LIST (?)
O.Heerlen BL 313 H. 8.6 x B. 5.6 cms II/IIIP
Upper Egypt
Brown ostrakon; outside flat, inside ribbed.
3 'ATpflc nates [
4 navouo(Gc) vac. [
5 nanoud[
The purpose of this list of names cannot be established with certainty.
It might be a fragment of a dekania-list; for such lists, cf. O.Cair. GPW
133-137 and the literature quoted there.
3) Cf. names like norcESoLC, tlatceoöc, etc.
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1 7 ) RECEIPT FOR POLL-TAX
O.Heerlen BL 333 H. 13.5 x B. 7.6 cms 6.XÜ.727
Thebes
Both sides flat; outside yellowish, inside light-brownish.
1 t 'Ecxov Tiopa coC Taf.v
2 Couaei. IA.ÖYOU) (?) a" v. (CITO )fJ(o)/U fie) ÔLQYP (a<pou)
3 £(v)6Ux.) L'a ...( ) u( ) . 0, ôûo. t Xo(tax) 9 ta t (v)6 (txTtœv
4 "Ovvopou ô CTpa(Tnvôc) CT(oi)x(eiT) , - , .t, -
5 (M. 2) 'Avöpéac CTExE jßttt'
6 (M. 3?) TRACES
Spatium
7(M.1) f 'AplCTOCp (ÓVTIC) 'llüÓ(WOU)
8
4 'Ovvó<ppLOC
This ostrakon contains a tax-receipt in Greek from a time when such Greek
receipts are rather scarcely represented in our Greek documentation; far more
numerous are similar tax-receipts written in Coptic (cf. the remarks by F.
Hintze in the introduction to the late P.E. Kahle 's article "Zu den koptischen
Steuerquittungen" in Festschrift zum 150- jährigen Bestehen des Berliner
Ägyptischen Museums, Berlin 1974,283-285, who refers to a list of such
documents containing 360 numbers). Moreover, this ostrakon has been written
by a scribe Aristophanes, son of Johannes, who is frequently attested in
Coptic papyri and ostraka, whereas only one Greek document written by him
has been published to date, viz. O.Petr. 468 (the indices to O.Tait I-II
published in vol. Ill also refer to O.Tait II 2128 [ = 2489a] , but this is
a doubtful reference, as the name of Aristophanes does not occur in the
description of the contents of this ostrakon) ; for the numerous Coptic doc-
uments written by Aristophanes, cf. W.C.Till, Datierung und Prosopographie
der Koptischen Urkunden aus Theben, Wien 1962 ( = Sb. Akad. Wien, Phil.-
Hist.Kl. , 240 ) 61 f.
unfortunately, the reading of the Heerlen text is uncertain in lines 2,
3 and 5-6, and we cannot, e.g., establish the precise amount of the tax
paid. Nevertheless, it remains highly interesting that we have a tax-receipt
the date of which can be established with precision and which provides us
with some insight into the persistent use of Greek in a mostly Coptic sur-
rounding; for other such late Greek documents, cf. BSAC 26,1984,99-107.
The tax paid in this ostrakon, diagraphon = poll-tax, is well known from
Coptic ostraka; cf. the editions of ROW, OMH and the article by W.E.Till in
Orientalia 16,1947,525-43.
2) This man cannot be identified with one of the people called Swa in
other Coptic documents (cf. Till, op. cit. , 206, s. n. Swa). It seems remarkable
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that no patronymic was added to this name, as is normally done in such tax-
receipts.
I am not certain that the reading of X(oyou) is correct; its occurrence
in this position in Greek tax-receipts from late Byzantine and early Arabic
Egypt is rare, but cf. O.Tait II 2067,2: duo Xo(you) 6nuo (ctuv) Tfic a' XO.TO,-
(PoAfic); cf. also WO II 1606; 1607. I do not think, however, that one can
read ÛTI(ÈP) a' H (a.Ta)B(o)A.(fic) as in O.Tait II 2077, O.Petr. 466 and O.Cambr.
116.
3) After the indiction-numeral one expects an indication of the amount of
the tax paid. The numeral 2 suggests either 2 nomisraatia or 2 keratia, both
possibly qualified as xpucoO and/or &ptdui.a; I cannot, however, read any of
the expected words. I do not think that one can solve the problem by assuming
that the reading of C(v)6(IXTLUVOC) L'a (with half of a dihaeresis on top of
the iota of the numeral) is incorrect (an indication of the tax-year seems
necessary), and that one should try to read the start of the expected words/
symbols already at this place in the line. After t'a one may read e.g. a tau
(or a gamma?), a rho, an omikron followed by either a curved abbreviation in
superposition or a raised upsilon marking abbreviation (but it seems also
possible that the raised curve is in fact part of either the iota of COUOEL
or the lambda of A(OYOU) (?) in the preceding line). After this follow a mu
ending with a small upward-slanting diagonal stroke and above it a slightly
curved mark of abbreviation; after this a kind of symbol which may have con-
tained the currency unit used in this receipt which is followed by the
numeral 3, 660 (it is quite common to find the amount indicated first as a
cipher, than as a word). Normally speaking Coptic tax receipts concern
payments of 1/2 or 1 iptoutov voui.cuati.ov (cf. the tables in KOW, p.22; OMH,
p.31ff.(, but other payments of 1/2, 1 or 2 tremisses also occur. Payments
of either 2 full nomismatia or 2 keratia are not normal; a payment of 7 1/8
carats is found in WO II 1607 and payments of 3 nom., 14 3/4 car. + extras
are found in O.Leid. 368 and 369 (cf. also O.Leid. 370: the total payment
runs up to 33 1/2 ker. = 1 sol. 9 1/2 ker.). Unfortunately, the currency
unit in O.Minor E 6 is lost, and one cannot tell whether 5 nomismatia or
5 keratia are involved.
4) For the strategus Onnophrios cf. Till, op.cit, 14B; BASF 16,1979,8
(7).6; 9 (8).7; CO 422.6 (where his title is lacking; in line 7 read niiiNoy,
cf. OMH 227, 235, 237, 239, where this man also occurs in combination with
Dioskoros). Onnophrios is always acting together with Andreas and Petros,
except in CO 422, where he is assisted by Papnouthlos and Dioskoros. It
seems as if the office of a strategos in Theban tax-receipts from the 7th/
8th centuries is the same as that of an ape (cf. Till, op.cit. 137-38, s.n.
Markos; 194-95, s.n. Samuel). On the function of an apë, cf. A.Steinwenter
in SPP XIX, p.38-60. I have found the following names of strategoi in such
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Theban tax-receipts: Anastasios, Kyriakos, Markosr Onnophrios, Philotheos,
Samuel, Solomon and —mares (for Mares?); for their attestations, cf. Till,
op.cit., s.nn. and OMH 286 on —mares). Most of these people are also at-
tested as being an ape (exceptions: Kyriakos and -mares/Mares). It is striking
that apparently in all ostraka which mention a strategus, this man never
signs in his own hand, but in that of the scribe who signed the receipt. It
may be, however, that this is a matter of editorial negligence to indicate
a change of hands (cf. O.Petr. 468, where in line 4 one should presumably
read CoXouüSv ô CTp(aTnYÓc); no doubt, Peter and Andrew signed by themselves,
though this is not indicated in the printed text): It is equally striking that
in a few texts the mention of a strategus in not preceded by his name: cf.
for instances of this KOW 89,6; BASF 16,1979,9 (9),6 and O.Minor. E 6.4 (ac-
cording to a drawing kindly sent by R.S.Bagnall one should read here 6
CTP (O.TTIYÓC) at the beginning of the line).
5-6) Under normal conditions Andrew always signs together with Peter
(cf. Till, op.cit. 174, s.n. Petros, BASP 16,1979,8-9, nos.7-9); in this
text, however, it does not seem possible to read Peter's signature in line 6
(and even the reading of Andrew's name is not secure). But it seems worth-
while to recall that the stratèges Onnophrios is almost always assisted by
Andrew and Peter (cf. above, note to line 4) and that the scribe Aristophanes
is also frequently mentioned in combination with these people (the alter-
native combination of witnesses acting together with the stratèges Onno-
phrios and the scribe Aristophanes is the pairing of Papnouthios and Dios-
koros).
7-8) For the scribe Aristophanes cf. BASP 16,1979,8 (6).11 note and the
literature cited there. As indictions 10-13 frequently mentioned in tax-re-
ceipts written by him must refer to A.D. 726-730, our text must belong to
the same period.
"I have received from you, Souaei, on account of the 1st instalment of
the poll-tax for the 11th indiction , 2, two. Choiak 9 of the 11 th in-
diction. Onnophrios, the strategos, signs. (2nd Hd.) Andreas signs. (3rd [?}
Hd.) , (1st Hd.) I, Aristophanes, son of Johannes, have written."
18) RECEIPT FOR PROSTIMON
O.Heerlen BL 308 H. 8.3 x B. 5.7 cms VII/VIIIP
Thebes
Ostrakon with flat surface on both sides. Outside pinkish-brown, inside
greyish.
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1 t 'lUCac 'Iciou-
2 [p]OU (ÙTlèp) TIPOCTL (UOU)
3 dp(CdULOv) £. fiuicu.
4 "AôÙp L tv6 (LXTLIOVOC) Y t
5 KÓUEC CTEXet'
6 ( M . 2 ) nxèp 'A3o.va.CLOU
7 CTOUXEÏ t
In itself one may wonder whether this ostrakon should be regarded as a
Greek or as a Coptic text. The names of the signers occur in a number of
Coptic texts (for Komes cf. W.C.Till, Zur Datierung und Prosopographie der
Koptischen Urkunden aus Theben, Wien 1962 [ = SB Akad.Wien 240.1], 123; for
Pcher, son of Athanasios, cf. ibid., 162), but texts like OMH 325-6, 393
could be classified as Greek equally well as Coptic. The writing of this
text seems to derive from a Greek rather than from a Coptic hand, and for
that reason I regard it as a "Greek" ostrakon, though the setting it was
written in was doubtless Coptic. For similar receipts for prostimon ( = fine)
cf. OMH 243 and 326 (?). both signed by the same persons.
1) This person is not listed by Till, op.cit.
4) One could also read at the end Tpi (TTIC) for y +•
"Elias, son of Isidoros, for a fine 1/2, one-half reckoned Isolidus).
Hathyr 10, indiction 3. I, Komes, agree. I, Pcher, son of Athanasios, agree."
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:
